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Cross sections for energy transfer in collisions between two excited sodium atoms
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%e have measured cross sections, 0 „L, for the excitation transfer process

Na(3P)+ Na(3P)~Na(3S)+ Na(nL), where nL is the 4D or 5S level. Our results are

o&D ——23 A +35% and 05' ——16 A +35% at T-600 K. To obtain these cross sections we

have used pulsed excitation and measured the intensities of 4D, 5S, and 3P fluorescence

emissions, and the spatial distribution of excited atoms resulting from radiation diffusion, as

well as the excited atom density as a function of time. Additionally, we have accounted for

(time-dependent) radiation trapping of 3P and nL level radiation and for the resulting aniso-

tropics of these fluorescence emissions. Comparisons of our results with theory have been

made, and their relevance to other experiments is discussed.

I. INTRODUCTION

When sodium vapor is optically excited to the 3P
state, fluorescence can be detected from higher ener-

gy levels, particularly those whose energy is close to
twice the 3P energy. Allegrini eI; a/. ' were the first
to report observations of this and to attribute the ex-
citation of the higher levels to collisions between
two exrited atoms. The energy-transfer process can
be represented by the expression

Na(3P)+ Na(3P) Na(3S)+ Na(nL), (1)

where Na(nL) is sodium in a state lying higher than
3P, and k„L is the rate coefficient for the reaction.

One reason for interest in these rate coefficients is
that they can be related to long-range alkali-alkali
interactions that should be calculable. Another is
that this process followed by photoionization or col-
lisional ionization is an important mechanism for
producing the seed electrons that trigger runaway
ionization of resonantly exrited, high-density metal
vapors, as was first observed by Lucatorto and McIl-
rath. Models of laser driven ionization, such as
those of Measures and Victor and Lafyatis are
sensitive to cross sections for the "energy pooling"
processes represented by Eq. (1). In addition, Muller
and Hertel report lasing in the 5S~4P transition,
following excitation of the 3P level, indicating that
these energy pooling processes may be of interest in
this context as well.

Many difficulties complicate a measurement of
the rate coefficients, k„L . For example, when strong
excitation is used, radiation trapping by Na(3P)
atoms attenuates nL~3P radiation and changes
branching ratios of the higher levels. Additionally,

an accurate knowledge of the spatial distribution
and absolute value of the 3P atom density is needed.
Previous measurements ' of these rate coefficients
have not adequately accounted for these effects, and
they disagree by several orders of magnitud. The
experiment being described here overcomes these
difficulties by directly measuring the absolute value
and the spatial and time dependences of the 3P atom
density, by reducing the optical measurements to in-
tensity ratio measurements, and by correcting for
changes in branching ratios.

Figure 1 shows the relevant sodium energy levels.
In this experiment we studied only the processes
which populate the 4D and 5S levels, which are
separated from the initial energy of two 3P atoms by

~EnJ —=E.I. —2E~~

These two levels lie within
~

b,E
~

=800 cm ' and
are therefore more likely to be populated by process
(1) than are other, more distant levels. The 4F level
also lies as close, but kqF was not measured owing to
the long wavelength of the 4F-state emission. How-
ever, we will say more about the probable contribu-
tions of the 4F level later. The 5P level lies at
LE=1100 cm ', but radiation from this level was
also not measured. Fluorescence from the 6S and
5D levels, which have the next smallest

~

hE
~

's,
was observed, but the signals were so weak that we
can only put an upper bound on k6& and k5D. Rate
coefficients for production of these and other high-
lying levels can be obtained from our absolute values
of k4D and k5q, and measurements of relative inten-
sities such as those presented in Ref. 1.

To explain the basic idea of the experiment we
consider here a simple model for the measured ratio
of 4D~3P to 3P~3S fluorescence. In Fig. 1 we
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FIG. 1. Relevant collisional and radiative rates in the
study of excited-atom —excited-atom collisions in sodium

vapor. The energy of two Na(3P) atoms is indicated by a
dashed line; all other energies are Na(nL)+Na(3S) rela-
tive to Na(3S)+Na(3S). Energies are given in cm
(from Ref. 8). Na2+ potential from Ref. 9.

P4Dn4D(~) =k4D[n 3p(r)] (2)

Thus the ratio of the 4D~3P to 3P~3S fluores-
cence intensities at the time t is

have described both the 3P~3S and 4D ~3P
fluorescence by effective radiative decay rates I '
due to radiation trapping (we define natural radia-
tive rates as I „I „I and trapped effective rates as
I'„I „I ). The 4D level is populated at a rate (per
unit volume) k4Dn3P and decays at the rate n4DI 4D
(where I 4D=I 4D 4P+ I 4D 3p). The 3P level de-
cays at a rate I 3p Q(l 4D so that n4D(t) essentially
follows the instantaneous production rate yielding
the quasisteady-state solution

rate coefficient. In Sec. IV, we will consider several
complications to this simple picture.

II. THE EXPERIMENT

Figure 2 is a block diagram of the experimental
setup. The sodium cell is a 5-cm stainless-steel
block drilled out to make a cross and vacuum sealed
with metal 0-rings to sapphire windows. Only the
hollow cross containing the Na vapor is shown in
Fig. 2. As indicated, two arms of the cross contain
sapphire rods which reduce the optical depth in the
detection direction. The sodium vapor pressure is
controlled by the temperature of a side arm, which
is stabilized at typically 25—50'C below the tem-
perature of the cell. Sodium vapor pressure as a
function of temperature reading was calibrated at
low density by measurement of ko, the line center
absorption coefficient, and at high density by mea-
surement of k„, the wing absorption coefficient,
combined with an independent measurement nf the
self-broadening rate for the resonance lines (see Ref.
10). Vapor pressures obtained in this manner were
2—13% above Nesmeyanov's" relationships.

The vapor is excited by a nitrogen-laser pumped
dye laser (laser 1 in Fig. 2), of spectral width -0.5
cm ', which is tuned to the D, (3S,&,-3P3/2) reso-
nance line and which emits -60 pJ in pulses of
—5-ns duration. Neutral density filters were used to
study power dependences.

According to Holstein's theory' of radiation
trapping, the excited-atom spatial distribution as a
function of time can be expanded in eigenrnodes as

n, (r, t)= gc;n;(r)e (5)

The slowest decaying eigenvalue P, is called the
fundamental-mode decay rate l '. We have used a
laser beam diameter of -5 mm (see Fig. 3) in order

I4D 3p(t) I 4D 3pn4D(t) Rco4D 3p

I3p 3s(t) I 3pn 3p(t) ~3p 3s

~4D 3Pk4D 3P( ) ~4D 3P
(3)

I 4DI 3P 3P-3s
where the co's are the transition frequencies and
where Eq. (2) has been used in the final step. Equa-
tion (3) can be solved for k4D to yield

4D 3P( ) ~4D 3P ~3P 3S
k4D =

I3p 3s(t) I 4D 3p n3p(t) N4D 3p
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In this experiment we have measured this intensity
ratio, I 3P and n3P(t). Combined with calculated
values of I 4D and I 4D 3p, this yields the desired

FIG. 2. Block diagram of the experimental setup. Sap-
phire rods inside the cell are indicated by cross hatching.
PMT, photomultiplier.
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to fill -80% of the window gap and thereby max-

imize the overlap of the beam with this
fundamental-mode excited atom spatial distribution

(see Refs. 12 and 13). This minimizes the time re-

quired for the trapped fluorescence to reach a
single-exponential decay rate.

Fluorescence is detected at right angles to the
3

laser beam with a 4-m double monochromator and

a photomultiplier with an S-20 cathode response.
The photomultiplier output is amplified, processed
by a fast transient digitizer, and the time-resolved
signals are stored on computer for later analysis.
The imaging is such that we collect light from a
thin strip of height -5 mm oriented in the vertical
direction (the region between the dashed lines in Fig.
3).

TO
DETECTOR

SAPP HIRE RODS

LASER BEAM

0.635 cm

0.5cm l.27cm

Figures 4(a) and 4(b) show typical time-resolved
fluorescence signals averaged over 64 laser pulses.
Figure 4(a) displays the total 4D~3P fluorescence
signal I4D 3p(t) as well as its two spectral com-
ponents I4D 3p, , (t) and I4D 3p, , (t). Note

that the latter signal is initially larger due to the
smaller amount of trapping of this component. This
is due to initially smaller n3p following pulsed ex-

1/2

citation of the 3P3&2 state. Figure 4(b) shows the to-
tal 3P~3S fluorescence I3p(t) and its two spectral
components ID, (t) and ID,(t).

Laser 2 in Fig. 2 is a highly attenuated single-
mode cw dye laser, tuned to the wings of the D2 res-
onance transition. The cw beam, of diameter —1.5
mm, crosses the pulsed-laser beam essentially at a
right angle and is used to obtain the fraction of
atoms in the 3P state as a function of time. Figure
4(c) shows a cw transmission signal averaged over
64 laser pulses by the transient digitizer. The inten-

sity zero was obtained by blocking the cw laser,
which also allowed us to measure the fluorescence
background created by the N2-laser pulse.

III. EXCITED-ATOM DENSITY MEASUREMENT

The cw transmission depends upon

gp
n2(0, t) ——np(0 t),

82

where the subscripts 2 and 0 refer to the 3P3/2 and

3Si~2 levels, respectively (the subscript 1 will be
used for the 3P&&2 level), and where n;(y, t) is the
column density of n; across the cell (x =0 to L) at
the indicated value of y (see Fig. 3):

FIG. 3. Cross section of the center of the cell in the

plane of the detection optics (a vertical plane through the

sapphire rods in Fig. 2). This is defined as the x,y plane.

The laser beam diameter of -5 mm is depicted by the cir-

cle. We detect light from the 5-mm high region between

the dashed lines and a thin slice in the z direction.

I'—=exp —n
Ip

k„
L

n
(7)

where n is the total Na density and k„/n is indepen-
dent of relative level populations (note the self-
broadening rate is independent of whether the per-
turbers are in the ground or excited state).

Similarly, after the pulsed laser fires, the
transmitted intensity I (t) is given by

the known total Na density, yields the time-resolved
3P-atom column density. Note that any velocity
selection by the pump laser does not affect this mea-
surement since the atomic velocities in the x and z
directions are independent. However, the cw laser is
tuned in the wing of the D2 line and any hyperfine
pumping would affect its transmission. Since the
pulsed laser is spectrally much broader than the hy-
perfine splitting, this is not expected to occur here,
and measurements with the cw laser tuned to oppo-
site wings of the line confirmed this.

Before the pulsed laser fires, the ratio of the
transmitted cw intensity I to the intensity in the ab-
sence of absorption Ip (obtained by tuning the cw
laser far from resonance) is given by

L

n;(y, t) =—— n; {x,y, t) dx .
g 7 L p

g l 7

Thus measurement of the change in transmission of
the cw laser as a function of time, combined with

I (t)/Ip =exp —np(0, t)+ n2(0, t)
gp

g2

k„
L

n

(8)
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Conservation of atoms requires

no(O, t}+nt(O, t)+@2(O,t) =n . (9)

Combining Eqs. (7)—(9) we obtain

[nt(O, t)+ , n2(O, t)jjn =——in[I(t)/I']/In(I' /Io),

Assuming that the Di to D2 fluorescence ratio is in-
dependent of y (we have measured'o this ratio as a
function of y and found it is essentially constant, as
expected), we may write

ID, (t)/ID, (t)= I'tnt(0, t)/I'2ng(0, t},

where we have made use of the fact th t /a g2 go=2
which can be combined with the fact that n3p(O, t)
=ni(Q, t)+n2(Q, t) to yield
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Finally, inserting Eq. (12) into Eq. (10) yields

(13}

Since Omni(O, t}g0.5n2(O, t) for laser pumping of
Bz, the term in large parentheses in Eq. (13) lies be-

2 3
tween the limits —, and 4. Thus although n&/n2 «s

fairly well known, the measurement of the 3P-atom
column density is very insensitive to the ratio n

&
/n 2.

Measurements were made at several cw laser de-
tunings and intensities to guarantee that the signals
were not distorted by optical pumping by the cw
laser. Even moderate cw intensities (-100 p%) at
the detunings we used ( g 2.4 6Hz) caused dramatic
distortion of the cw transmission signals. The cw
laser power was therefore maintained a factor of
-5—10 below the point ~here signal distortion was
first observed. Within the uncertainty of these mea-
surements (roughly 20% based on signal reproduci-
bility), we obtained the same values for n3p(O, t) in-

dependent of the cw laser frequency and power.
The excited-atom column density is obtained from

these measurements of I(t)/Io, I'/Io, ID (t)/ID (t),
and an assumed ratio of I ]/I 2 calculated from
Holstein's' theory of radiation trapping in an infin-
ite slab. The latter assumption is supported by our
measured decay rates of the 3P fluorescence, from
which we have obtained values of I z which agree
within -5%%uo uncertainty with the Holstein theory.

Figure 5 shows time-dependent excited-atom
column densities as a fraction of the total sodium
column density [n3p(O, t)/n] for three pulsed-laser
intensities. The cw laser was detuned -2.4 6Hz to
the red of the D2 centroid for this data. Note the
apparent saturation, with increasing power, of the
3P population at high pulsed-laser powers. At the
highest power, an extrapolation back to t =0 yields
n3p(0, 0) ~ 0.4n.

Immediately following a saturating pulse that fills
the entire cell, the vapor is optically thin to reso-
nance radiation and the fluorescence decays with the
rate I &. Only when n3~&&n3p does the 3P popula-
tion decay with the rate I 3P. Thus in the first few
natural lifetimes after the pu1se, the 3P density is ex-
pected to decay more rapidly than a linear extrapo-
lation back to t =0 in Fig. 5 would indicate. This
effect cannot be accurately evaluated from the data

of Fig. 4 due to the response time of the electronics
(-20 ns rise time). We believe, however, that the
highest power data shown in Fig. 5 are consistent
with an initially almost completely saturated 3P3&2
population [1.e., n3p (t =0)=n3s, n3p (t =0)=0
would yield n3p/n =0.5].

Once the 3P-atom column density n3z(0, t) is
known, we need to obtain the 3P-atom spatial distri-
bution. %e make the assumption that the x and y
dependences of n3J(x,y, t) are independent of t and
separable (the symmetry of the cell and excitation
geometries indicate that all densities are independent
of z—see Fig. 3), i.e., we take

n»(x, y, t) =n»(y =O, t)P(x)P(y) .

The function ({)(x)is normalized as

J P(x)dx =1,
and is taken from van Trigt's' calculations of the
fundamental-mode excited-atom spatial distribution
across an infinite slab. (Van Trigt's calculations are
based on Holstein's theory incorporating some
minor improvements. The results, however, agree
well with those obtained by Holstein. ) The good
agreement between our measured values' of I 2 and
Holstein's infinite slab calculations indicate that this
is a good approximation for P(x). P(y) is taken

O. l

0.08
C:

0,06

[

t (ps}

FIG. 5. Excited-atom density (as a fraction of the total
Na density) vs time after the laser pulse for three laser in-

tensities 6.6 g 10, 3.3 g 10, and 1.6)& 104 %/cm2.
[Na]=3.6x 10'3 cm '. Pulsed-laser frequency was that
of the D2 line.
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from measurements we made of the 3I' Auorescence
as a function of y across the window face (see Ref.
10). Prom Eq. (14) and the definition of n3p(y, t) it
follows that P(0)=1 and P(y) is therefore not nor-

malized, i.e.,

f 13(y)dy= P(y—) .

IV. RATE EQUATION MODEL
FOR THE ENERGY-TRANSFER PROCESS

After the brief (-5 ns) excitation of the 3P level,

the following rate equations apply:

r)3P F3pn3P n3P(k4D+kss+k4p+kAI )

Inserting this into Eq. (16) yields

gz k4D[&3P(0) l -2r;, ~

n4D (t)= — (e —e ) .
10 I 4D,

—21"3p

Since I 4D & I 4~ 4p =6.7g 10 s (Ref. 8) and

I 3p &0.27/10 s at the densities used in this

experiment, the second exponential in Eq. (18) is

negligible compared to the first for t &10 s; i.e.,
owing to the rapid 4D-level decay, n4D (t) depends

only on n3p(t) and not on past history. Because of
this our approximation of taking I 4D, as constant in

(16) and (18) is valid. Thus

+ Q I 4D~ 3PJ,n4DJ+ +13s 3p,flss
JJ' J'

&4D = —g(14D 3P, +14D 4P)&4D
Jt

gJ+k4Dn 3p

(15)

—2I' t
gg k4D[n3P(0)] e

n (t)=—
I'4L) -2I',p

g~ k4n[n3P(r)]'

10 ~4' —2~3p

gJ:——I 4D n4g +k4Dn3pJ J 10
(16)

n3p(t) =n3p(0)exp( —I 3pt) . (17)
I

5 3 3 l
Here I= —,, —, and J'= —,, —, and we have assumed
that since the 4D fine-structure levels are essentially
degenerate, they are produced in their statistical ra-
tio gJ/10. We also neglect 4DJ.- -~DJ mixing since
it is slow compared to I 4D .

In Eqs. (15) and (16) k4D, kzz, and k4+ are rate
coefficients for producing 4D, 55, and 4I', respec-
tively, and kAi is the associative ionization
[Na(3P)+Na(3P)~Na3++e ] rate coefficient (see
Fig. 1). An equation equivalent to Eq. (16) applies
to the 5s level. Radiative transitions to the 4P level
are optically thin but radiation emitted in transitions
to the 3I' level may be trapped and are represented
by effective rates I'. For our sodium densities, pro-
cesses such as excitation transfer to other levels, the
reverse process to Eq. (1), quenching collisions, etc.,
are not significant compared to the above radiative
rates.

The second to fourth terms on the right-hand side
of Eq. (15) are much smaller than the first,
radiative-decay term. Furthermore, we observe a
very nearly exponential decay of n3p in the late time,
so that these minor corrections can be included in
the observed I 3p. Equation (15) thus reduces to a
simple equation with the solution

Equation (19) predicts that n4D decays with the rate
2I'3p, which was in fact observed [see Figs. 4(a) and

4(b)].
Equations (17) and (19) apply to one position

(x,y, z) in the cell, so that a volume integral is needed

to describe the total populations. Furthermore, the
measured intensities depend on radiative escape
probabilities, which are also position dependent. To
obtain the measured 4D~3P to 3I'~3S fluores-

cence ratio, we consider the cell geometry depicted
in Pig. 3. The 4DJ~3I'J fluorescence emitted at
time t from the volume element dx dy dz at x,y, z is

3pn4D (xqyst)I 4D ~3p, dx dy dz

where we have noted that the population is indepen-
dent of z due to the symmetry of the cell and excita-
tion source. The probability that such a fluores-
cence photon is emitted into the detection solid an-

gle dQ and traverses the distance x without being
absorbed is

P4gj 3p, (x,y, t)(dQ /4w )

where we note that since the 3P atoms are unpolar-
ized due to radiation trapping, the 4D Auorescence
emission should also be unpolarized and isotropic.
Thus the detected 4D —+3I' fluorescence signal from
this volume element is

dQ
I4rp~3P(X, y,Z, r) dX dy dZ= fR04D~3P g n4D (X,y, r)I 413 ~3P,P4D ~3P, (X,y, r) dX dy dZ

JJ'
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where J is —, or —, and J' is —, or —,. Similarly, the detected 3P~3S fluorescence signal from this volume ele-

ment is

I»-3s(xyz t) dxdydz= Ace»-3sgn3p, (xy t)I'3p, 3sP3p, -3s(xy t) dxdydz.dQ
(21

Jl

The total fluorescence signals I4g) 3p(t) and I3p 3s(t) are obtained by integrating these expressions over the

detected volume.
Using ~. (19) for n4D (t) in Eq. (20) and noting that I 3p, 3s is independent of J', we obtain

I4D~3P(t) k4D~4D~3P

I3P-3S(t) ~3P-3S3P 3S

x f f dxdy[n3p(x, y, t}1'

gJ 4D~~3P~.
X g 10 . . .D, ,PJ ,y,P (x t)

JJ' I 4D —21 3P
f fdxdyX"»(xyt}P» 3s(xyt)

%nation (22) can ~ inve"ed to yield the rate coefftcient k4n:

Ign»(t)N» 3sl 3p 3sP(y)n3p(0~t)(P4n-~ —2P3p)73p(t)
k4D =

I» 3s(t)~4o 3p[n»(0t)1 ~4D 3p f [p(x)] dx f [p(y)]2dyT4n(t)

with

n'(t) n (t)
T»(t)= f f dx dy y(x)I(y } P3p 3s(x', t)+ P3p 3s(x t) /p(y)

(t) "z n (t)
(24)

T4D('}= f f dx'dy'([4(x')P(y') j'[06".D, 3p„,P-.&„, 3„p, ( xy', )/t(r.',„,—2r;, )]

+[04['4n„, 3p„,P4D„, 3p„,(x',y', t)

+"cn,: 3p, ;P&D, , 3p, ,(x',y', t)j/(I4D,:—2I3 )I)

X("4Dmi —2'3p)/ "4D 3p f [P(y)]'dy f [P(x)]'dx

where we have used Eq. (14) for n3p(t) and where
the factors P(y), I'4D 3p, f [P(y)] dy,

f [$(x)1 dx, and (I'4D „„—2I'3p) have been intro-

duced so that the quantities T3P and T4D reduce to l
in the absence of trapping and are therefore useful in
estimating the magnitude of these effects. Here

1"4D I = ~4D 3P+ ~4D 4P

We note that the measured P(y) lead to

f P(y) dy =0.82 to 0.86 and f [P(y}]~dy =0.70 to
0.75 for the Na densities studied; this ratio of
0.70/0. 82 or 0.75/0. 86 represents essentially the
correction due to the nonuniform distribution of n3p
in the y direction, which enters the energy-transfer
process inI&D 3p as f [n3p(y}] dy and inI3p
as f n3p(y)dy. For the same reason, the distribu-

tion of n3P in the x direction, using the slab
fundamental-mode distribution, ' leads to a correc-

I

tion f [p(x)] dx =1.09 to 1.13.
Equation (23) represents a, co"~t" ve"ion of

Eq. (4), with the differences being the inclusion of
the differential trapping of the various fine-structure
components and the spatial dependence of the
excited-atom density and of the trapping. Owing to
the fact that the 4D~3P trapping averaged over
fine-structure components is not too severe at the
times we are observing (see values of T4D in Table I),
and that the excited-atom spatial distributions do
not vary rapidly over the detected volume, the re-
sults obtained from Eq. (4), ignoring all of these ef-
fects including all 4D~3P trapping, agree with
those from Eq. Q3) to within approximately a factor
of 2.

V. RESULTS

Measurements of I4D 3P(t)/I3p 3s(t),
ID, (t)/ID, (t), n3p(0, t), and the distribution of excit-
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ed atoms in the y direction P(y) were made at two
sodium densities (9.1&10' and 3.6&10' cm )

and with three different pulsed-laser intensities. In
all cases, the pulsed-laser frequency Rt the D2 line
was set by maximizing the D1 sensitized fluores-
cence signal. The escape probabilities P are calculat-
ed as outlined in the Appendix. I 3P was mea-

sured from the late-time fluorescence decay rate and
the ratio I 3P /I 3P, was taken from Holstein's

thug. 12

The various I 4D 3P, were calculated asJ J'
described in Ref. 10 using approximations that are
vahd at relatively low optical depths. In particular
we used a single effective absorption coefficient for
the entire line and assumed that since the optical
depths are not very large and n4Doc(n3p), n4D is
concentrated near the laser axis and we could as-
sume all 4D atoms are effectively at the cell center
(x =I./2). Additionally, we assumed that since n4D
is small at y values outside the detected zone (see
Fig. 3), 4D~3I' fluorescence photons emitted out-
side the detected zone are seldom trapped inside the
zone; thus we consider an escape as occurring when-
ever a 569-nm photon leaves the detected zone.
Minor errors duc to thcsc last two assumptions tend
to cancel. The escape factors determined in this way

(g = ~4D~ 3'./~4' 3PJ )

lie between -0.2 and 1. For g -1 we have
I 4D -I 4D „„,and little uncertainty is introducedJ ASt&

into I 4D by uncertainty in the escape factors. Simi-

larly for g&~1 we find I"4D -I4D 4P, and little

uncertainty results. Near g-0.5 we estimate that
the I 4D 3p are accurate to at least +30%, which

i tod rt' ti i I' f t th
-+15%.

Natural radiative-decay rates were taken from
Refs. 8 and 14; the values used are given in Table I.
The detection system efficiency factors e;, used to
convert photomultiplier currents to intensities, were

l

measured at the detected wavelengths of 569, 616,
and 589 nm with a calibrated tungsten iodide lamp.
Here the important parameter is the lamp emission
per unit wavelength, since the spectrometer disper-
sion (A/mm) is constant to within 1% over the
relevant frequency interval. %'e obtain

e,p/e4D —0.753 and e3P/ass ——1.506. The differ
ence between these numbers is due to the photomul-
tiplier cathode response and the spectrometer grat-
ing efficiency. Finally, thC integrals in T4D and T3p
were carried out numerically. Details of the calcula-
tions can be found in Ref. 10. [Note, however, a
slight difference between the present definition of
T4n and T5s and the definitions of Q4D and Q&s in
Ref. 10, which corrects a minor error in Ref. 10.
Other minor errors in Ref. 10 such as an incorrect
value of I ss 4p and failure to include the term

3s/u4D 3p in the expression for k4D have also
been corrected here. The present results also super-
cede those we presented at the August 1982 Interna-
tional Conference on Atomic Physics (ICAP) which
were subject to some of the same errors. ] The re-
sults are tabulated in Table I.

At higher density, and especially at the highest
power, we obtain a result for k4D which is not in
good agreement with our low-density results (see
Table I). The causes for this systematic effect are
not well understood, but the power-dependent terms
in Eq. (23) (T4D and I 4D 3p) do not vary Sufficient-
ly to explain it. Other possible explanations of this
effect will be explored in the next section. For
reasons given there, we use the average of the three
lower density measurements for the 4D energy pool-
ing rate coefficient

k4D ——2.46&10 ' cm /s+35% . (26)

A similar analysis has been carried out on the 5S
level. Equation (23) remains valid if we replace 4D
by 5S everywhere. %C must, however, use

ss=I"ss-4p+I ss-3P, ,+I ss-3p»

Tss(t)= f f «'dy' [P(y')4'(&')1 [i 5s w P5s ia (&'y' &)+i ss 3i, Pss w (x'y' ~)]

«f'5s i
—2i w)~{(l ss —2i"'ip)i 5s 3i f [Py)] dy f [4(&)]'«j

The 5S results are also listed in Table I. %e obtain

kss ——1.63 X 10 ' cm /s+35%,

where we have averaged all measurements at both
densities since no systematic effects at high power
and high density were observed in this case. The
average cross sections O„L are obtained from

(30)

where U is the mean interatomic velocity
[U =(gkT/prr)'~ ] We then obtain.

o'4D =2.3 g 10 cm +35%
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g5$ ——1.6&10 ' cm +35% .

We also observed very weak signals from the 6S
and 5D levels. These were, in fact, too weak to ob-
tain quantitative values of o.6$ and o5D except at the
highest density and power where the temporal
behavior indicates these levels are primarily popu-
lated not by Na{3P)-Na(3P) collisions, but rather
through recombination. Nevertheless, we can give
an upper limit to 0.6$ and 05~ of 6)&10 ' and
1&10 ' cm, respectively.

The estimated uncertainties appearing in the rate
coefficients in Eqs. (26) and (29) were determined as
follows The. ratio of 4D~3I' (or 5S~3P) fluores-
cence to 3P—+3S fluorescence is probably uncertain
by —15% owing to uncertainties in timing, tran-
sient digitizer nonlinearities, shot-to-shot power and
frequency variations in the pulsed-laser output, and
the uniformity and accuracy of calibration of the
neutral density filters which were used. Averaging,
as we did, over 64 shots, typically reduces the sta-
tistical uncertainty to less than 5%. Calculation of
the 3P~3S escape probability in the detection
direction is probably accurate to 5% at these densi-
ties {based on comparisons of the measured I 3p's
with those calculated using Holstein's theory in an
infinite slab geometry), while the 4D~3P and
5S—+3P escape probabilities may be uncertain by as
much as 10% owing primarily to the use of an ef-
fective absorption coefficient. The measurement of
n3p(0, t) is subject to most of the same uncertainties
as the fluorcsccnce ratio, but it is also influenced by
cw-laser frequency drifts and slight problems with
the photomultiplier gating system. Additionally, as
one transient digitizer was used alternately for
averaging all signals, the measurements of n3~(0, t)
and I4D 3I (t)/I3I 3$(t) were not made simultane-
ously, and therefore experimental drifts were more
important. The laser parameters were, however,
stable to within a few percent over the time scale of
interest and the sodium density was stable to a cou-
ple percent and known to at least 10%. We there-
fore assign an uncertainty of -20% to the values of
n3p(0, t). The detection system efficiencies were
measured to -5% subject primarily to the accuracy
of the calibration of the lamp spectral profile. As
stated earlier, I 4D, and res were uncertain by not

more than -15%. Finally, we estimate that the cal-
culated function P(x) and measured function P(y)
contribute Uncertainties of not more than 10% to
the rate coefficients.

Assuming there are no correlations among the
systematic errors, we can combine the various uncer-
tainties in quadrature and arrive at the overall un-
certainties listed in Eqs. (26) and (29). We believe
these uncertainties are fairly conservative.

VI. DISCUSSION

The measured values of k4D, listed in Table I, are
seen to decrease with increasing power at the higher
Na derlslty. There are several mechanisms which
may be contributing to this change. First, we have
noted that at high densities and high powers, self-
focusing is occurring. This will enhance the local
power density, so that ionization can occur. The
abrupt onset of this hypothesized ionization implies
a nonlinear laser intensity dependence which favors
multiphoton ionization occurring in the regions
where the power is enhanced. (Collisional ionization
mechanisms should not show this intensity depen-
dence since the 3P population is nearly saturated in
our cxpcriIIlcnt. ) Thc resulting electrons, which dif-
fuse to the walls at the ambipolar diffusion rate, un-
dergo quenching colhsions with Na(3P) atoms and
increase the observed 3P decay rate throughout the
measured time interval. This electron quenching of
3P atoms does not cause any error in Eq. (23) since
the actual 3P density at time t was measured and
used to obtaiIl k4D (aIld owing to thc rapid decay of
4D, the 4D population at t only depends on the 3P
population at t). However~ these electrons also Un"

dergo inelastic collisions with 4D atoms. The only
process that might be fast enough to depopulate 4D
at a rate comparable to the radiative rate I 4D is
4D~4F transfer where KE-40 cm ' (see Fig. l).
The fact that k5$ does not show a similar drop at
high density and high power (Table I) is consistent
with this model as 5S lies much further from other
sodium levels. Order-of-magnitude estimates indi-
cate that the number of electrons produced by multi-
photon ionization in enhanced intensity regions is
sufficient to produce a 4D~4I' transfer rate that
competes significantly with I 4D.

At the lower Na density this increase in the 3P-
atom decay rate is not observed, and self-focusing
effects are also greatly diminished. Thus we believe
ouI' low-density measurcmcnts of k4D alc accuIatc
within the stated uncertainties (see Sec. V), as is the
low-power, high-density measurement.

In addition to the above measurements of time-
dependent fluorescence following pulsed excitation,
we have measured the ratio of the 4D~3P to
5S~3P fluorescence using low-power cw excitation
for T =538—735 K. In this case, the excited-atom
population is small and no trapping of upper-level
fluorescence is expected. From Eq. (4) we expect for
these conditions

k4D I4D 3e I 4D I 5$3S 5$
k5$ I5$~3P ~4D-+3I' ~5$ ~4D~3P

(33)

Results obtained from Eq. (33) and the measured
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fluorescence ratio, which will be presented else-

where, are consistent with our pulsed results and
with a k5q independent of T and an
exp( —EE4D/k T) temperature dependence for k4D.

Table II compares our measured values of the en-

ergy pooling cross sections with those of other ex-
periments and with theory. The preliminary values

by Allegrini et al. ' were reported at the
August 1982 ICAP, since submission of this
manuscript. Their measurements were made at rela-

tively low optical depth and -480 K using cw exci-
tation. As can be seen in Table II, these cr values are
of the same order of magnitude as ours.

As can also be seen in Table II, our results are a
factor of -300 greater than those measured by
Krebs and Schearer and more than 10 times larger
than those measured by Kushawaha and Leventhal.
We will now consider possible explanations of these
enormous discrepancies.

The experiment of Kushawaha and Leventhal was
carried out using a cw laser. Because of this, it was
not possible to obtain fluorescence decay rates and
therefore to accurately include effects of radiation
trapping. In particular, no account of trapping of
upper-level fluorescence was made. Additionally,
the 3P density was not measured, but was assumed
to be saturated. The fluorescence versus intensity
data presented in Ref. 6 are certainly less than con-
vincing on this point although the intensity where

titey first observe "saturation" (-10 W/cm') is not
too far from the single-atom saturation intensity. '

On the other hand, this intensity is at least five or-
ders of magnitude greater than is necessary for opti-
cal pumping effects to become important and far
below that necessary to saturate a dense column of
atoms. It is possible that the 3P density was very
much less than the assumed saturation value. How-

ever, the most crucial error of Ref. 6 is the assump-
tion that the excited atoms were confined essentially
to the region of the focused laser beam. This is cer-
tainly not the case in the presence of radiation dif-
fusion, where the excited atoms quickly spread
throughout almost the entire cell volume. Since the
rate coefficients k~ are proportional to (n3z) (see
Ref. 6), the error in k~ is proportional to the fourth
power of the cell diameter divided by the laser beam
diameter, which can be many orders of magnitude
for a tightly focused beam. Finally, we mention
that Kushawaha and Leventhal did not measure a
fluorescence ratio, and therefore the absolute effi-
ciency of their detection system enters their calcula-
tions directly. This is a quantity that is often diffi-
cult to determine accurately.

The experiment of Krebs and Schearer was simi-
lar in design to ours. They used a nitrogen-laser
pumped dye laser excitation and time resolved both
the 4D~3P and 3P~3S fluorescence signals.
However, most of the objections that appeared in the

TABLE II. Comparison of experimental and theoretical determinations of the 4D and 5S
energy pooling cross sections.

Source oq~ (cm ) oss (cm )
&4D

oss
T(K)

Experiment
This work 2.3 X 10 +35% 1.6)& 10 +35% 1.51

1.73
-597

652
Kushawaha and Leventhal

(Ref. 6)
Krebs and Schearer

(Ref. 7)
Allegrini et al.

(Ref. 15)
Allegrini et al.

(Ref. 1)

4.5)& 10

9.0& 10

1.9y10-"

7 3)&10—20

7.8 y10-"

0.62

2.4

1

0.7
0.4

-487

670

483

593
553
523

Theory
Kowalczyk (Ref. 17) & 2.3X10

& 3.9&(10
& 6. 1X 10-"
& 8.6y, 10

550
600
650
700
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discussion of Ref. 6 also apply here. In particular,
Krebs and Schearer also assumed that the excited
atoms were confined to the focused laser column. '

Again, this can lead to errors of many orders of
magnitude. Additionally, trapping of 4D ~3P
fluorescence was not taken into account, and they
assumed a saturated 3P population. Finally, we note
that Krebs and Schearer worked at densities much
higher than those where me begin to see a drop in

k4D which we attribute to electron collisional
quenching.

Also included in Table II is AD calculated by
Kowalczyk' for curve crossings that occur at very
large internuclear separations (-15 A). Since tran-
sitions at smaller separations will also contribute to
the total cross section, Kowalczyk argued that this
calculation should be considered a lower bound on
o.4~, and indeed me observed approximately six
times larger cross section. We note that Kowalczyk
also did not consider the contribution of ion-pair
configurations. Additionally, we note that the large
temperature dependence of the calculated o4D's (see
Table II) are in fact the temperature dependence of
the long-range part only. We expect that calcula-
tions including all other curve crossings would not
show such pronounced temperature dependence, al-
though our experiment did not test this point.

An experiment related to ours is that of Yabuzaki
et a/. ' in which the inverse of the energy pooling
reaction was observed in cesium vapor illuminated

by a laser tuned to the 6P-~6D transition

C.(6D„,)+Cs(6S„,)-Cs(6P)+Cs(6~) . (34)

The value of
~

b,F. /kT
~

-1.5 in this Cs experiment,
and similar values occur in the present Na experi-
ment. The cross section Yabuzaki et al. obtained
for this process {34) was 1.5y10 ' cm, which is
in qualitative agreement with what we observe for
the inverse process in Na. Borodin and Komarov'
have calculated the cross section for the inverse of
process {34) to be 1.5&10 ' cm &o.&2.0X10'
cm, while Klyucharev and Lazarenko have exper-
imentally put an upper bound of o &10 ' cm for
the inverse of process (34).

Finally, we note that the gas kinetic cross section
is roughly 10 ' cm for colIisions between two
Na(3P) atoms, so that o4D and o5~ are a significant
fraction of this. Excitation transfer processes which
occur via long-range interactions usually have cross
sections which are a large fraction of gas kinetic,
provided

I
~E

I
ts not too large. (In the present

case, the Na2 states that separate to 3P, 3P and 3S,
4D or 3S, 5S are connected by the dipole-dipole in-
teraction. ) Our measurements show that the reac-
tions studied here are no exception.

From our measurements, we obtained upper limits

on o6~ and 05D. These values are listed in Table III
along with values for e„L 's obtained from our abso-
lute value of o.5q and the relative intensities given in
Ref. 1 at T =593 K. Our measured upper limits are
consistent with a simple activation energy assump-
tion:

G'6g /0'4g ~exp(EE4,D 6g) /kT) ~ 10

05D/04D ~exp(EE4D 5D/kT) 3 g 10

They are also consistent with the relative intensities
reported in Ref. 1.

The conclusions of other experiments must be
reevaluated in light of our energy pooling cross sec-
tions. Carre et al. ' have studied collisional ioniza-
tion in resonantly excited sodium vapor. They ob-
served significant Na+ and Na2+ yields, but in
evaluating possible ion production mechanisms, they
eliminated energy pooling processes as a major con-
tributor based on the Kushamaha and Leventhal
cross sections. In fact, both ion species may be pro-
duced by processes involving 4D and 5S atoms
created in energy pooling collisions, as mell as in
3P-3P associative ionization. Processes such as

~Na2++e
Na(4D, 55,4E)+Na(3S)

N + N (36)

~Na+ +Na+ e (37)

Na, ++e-, (38)

Na{4D, 55,4F)+%co ~Na++ e, (39)

Na(4D, 5S,4F)+Na(3P)

need to be considered. Carre et al. observed

TABLE III. Sodium energy pooling cross sections at
T-597 K.

2.3y 10-"'
1.3 x10-"'
1.6X 10-"'
&6x to-"'
2 3g10-"'
&1X10-"
3 8y, 10-»b

'Present results.
'Values computated using the present measurement of a~q
and the relative intensities at T =593 K given in Ref. 1.
Reference 1 also reports intensities of 3D and 4P level

fluorescence. These levels are, however, primarily popu-
lated through cascade and therefore we do not report
these o „I,'s.
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enhancement of the Na+/Na2+ ratio with increas-
ing laser intensity and demonstrated that this is not
simply the result of photodissociation of Na2+.
Since processes (37) and (39) are more strongly
dependent on laser power than (35) and the 3P-3P
associative ionization, this behavior might be ex-
plained by these mechanisms. Carre et al. introduce
some rather exotic laser-induced and laser-assisted
mechanisms to explain their results [such as field-
modified Na(3P)-Na(3P) associative ionization via
radiative coupling with various Na2 levels, field-
assisted Na(3$ + Na(3P) associative ionization with
absorption of one photon, and field-assisted
Na(3P) + Na(3P) Penning ionization with absorption
of one photon]. We believe, however, that their re-
sults can be easily explained by the more obvious
processes of energy pooling, photoionization, and
collisional and associative ionization.

Excitation transfer reactions such as (1) may play
a significant role even at the low densities of atomic
beams. Weiner and Polak-Dingels observed Na+
and Na2+ ions in collisions between two sodium
beams when the interaction region was illuminated
by two lasers, one resonant and one nonresonant.
They also demonstrated that Na+ is not only
formed by photodissociation of Na2+. However, we
note that reaction {1)followed by photoionization of
5S and 4D atoms may dominate even the laser-
induced Penning ionization they have suggested.

Krasinski et al. , observed 3D~3P fluorescence
following cw excitation. They attempted to distin-
guish between direct population of 3D by excitation
transfer in collisions of two 3P atoms, and popula-
tion of 3D by recombination or by collisions of 3P
or 3S atoms with hot electrons (which can be pro-
duced in any of several ionization processes). Our
results indicate, however, that population of 4D, 5S,
and 4F by reaction (1},followed by radiative decay
to 3D (4D and 5S cascade to 3D via the 4P level)
should dominate the production of 3D atoms.

A full explanation of our observation of a drop in

k4D at high densities and power, and the absence of
similar behavior in k&q, must await further experi-
ments. In particular the 4F production versus time
and laser intensity should be measured. It is in-

teresting that Muller and Hertel' have observed las-

ing at the 5S~4P wavelength in sodium vapor
(n —10' cm ) that is resonantly excited by a flash-
lamp pumped dye laser (pulse duration —1 psec) in
the time period before runaway ionization takes
over. However, they obtain no lasing in the 4D ~4P
transition with their system. This result may be ex-
plained by our measured 0.5~/o4D ratio combined
with the dependence of gain coefficients upon sta-
tistical weights and branching ratios, while the pro-
posed 4D~4F mixing at our higher densities would

further lower the 4D gain coefficient. (The observed
decrease in k4D indicates that k4+/k4D &g4F/g4D. )
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APPENDIX: CALCULATION OF THE
ESCAPE PROBABILITIES

P3p, is(x) =[kp(J')nx]' (A2)

in the region ([Na] )2X 10' cm ), where the trap-
ping is dominated by impact broadening. In Eq.
(A2), kp{J') is given by

kp(J') = — n—
2% gf bf

(A3)

with I b,(J') equal to the 3PJ ~3S self-broadening
rate. Calculations of I 3p using (A1), (A2}, and (A3)
and our measured values' of I b, , agree with our

late-time measurements of the effective radiative-
decay rates to within -5%. This level of agreement
is still found even if (A2) is used at densities as low
as [Na]=6X10' cm . We estimate that the un-
certainties in P3p 3z(x) are -5%, where (A1) is

used at [Na] =3.6 X 10' cm ' and (A2) at
[Na]=9.1X10' cm

The 4DJ ~3PJ escape probabilities are more corn-
plicated since this trapping depends on n3p, which

is a function of x, y, and t. Additionally, the high
optical-depth expressions (A1) and (A2) are not

The escape probabilities P3p, 3q depend upon the

ground-state atom density, which we take to be con-
stant throughout the cell since we are considering
late times when the excited-atom density is only a
few percent of the total sodium density. For the
high optical depths present in our experiment,
Holstein's' expressions for the escape probabilities
are valid for all but the last few optical depths near
the window:

P3p 3s(x) = [ko(J')x] '
I irln[ko( J')x] ]

(A1)

in the density region ([Na] &5X10' cm ), where
the radiation trapping is dominated by Doppler
broadening [here ko(J') is the 3PJ ~3S peak ab-
sorption coefficient], and
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e(x,v)s ——exp
k„

ns (xJt, t)
n 4DJ ~3PJ

while the probability of emission S(v) of a photon
of frequency v is k„/ I k„dv. The escape probabili-

ty is obtained by integrating the product of these
two probabilities over v. A much simpler expression
can be obtained by replacing k with an effective ab-

valid for the relatively small n3P present at the times
of interest. In general, the probability e(x, v)q of a
photon of frequency v escaping through the distance
x of vapor with absorber column density

X

ng (x,y, t) = n3p, (x',y, t) dx'
O J'

sorption coefficient k. This procedure was used by
Milne and was shown to yield calculated I "s
which agreed with measured I "s to within 10% for
the sodium resonance lines at optical depths
k~l & 10. %'e therefore expect the same procedure to
be valid in the present 4D~3P case since kol g10
and the same Doppler broadening mechanism dom-
inates the trapping. A reasonable choice for k is ob-
tained from Samson's equivalent opacity (see Refs.
10 and 26). In practice we find k/kc lies between
0.4 and 0.71.

Use of k allows I'4D 3P,(x,y, t) to be expressed

k
P4DJ 3P,(»P ~) =exp n~ (x,y, t)

Pl 4DJ-+3PJ.
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